Cookies
What is cookies
A cookie is a small string of information, a text file, transferred to and stored on your computer for identification
purposes. Cookies can be used to follow your activity on the Site and that information helps us to understand your
preferences and improve your experience and use of our Services.
By using the Site and the Services you consent to Spiromagic’s setting of cookies on the devices.
The Site uses 'session cookies' to keep you logged in within same browser session. Session cookies will expire
after 120 minutes.
'Persistent' cookies are used by the Site to automatically keep you logged in, if you have accepted the "keep me
logged in"-functionality on Spiromagic’s log in page. Furthermore persistent cookies are used to remember your
preferences for display of the map functionality. Persistent cookies will expire after 31 days from your last visit at
the Site.
Third party cookies
Besides Spiromagic’s cookies, the Site sets cookies from Google Analytics and Facebook. Both are persistent
cookies and used to analyze Site statistics and User behavior. Google Analytics do not collect personal
information. Facebook cookies are used for the login feature only. You can learn about expiration on cookies from
Google Analytics and Facebook at:
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage?hl=da and
http://www.facebook.com/help/cookies.
We use Google AdSense and DoubleClick Dart to serve ads on the Site based on your visit our Site and other
Internet sites. The services uses 'permanent cookies'.
Turning off cookies
You can turn off all cookies, in case you prefer not to receive them. You can also have your computer to warn you
whenever cookies are being used. For both options you have to adjust your browser settings. If you turn off all
cookies, you may not have access to features that makes your experience more efficient and some Services may
not function accurate. Read more at: http://www.google.com/support/accounts/bin/answer.py?&answer=61416

